
REF. ALT44319

€399,900 House / Villa - For sale
Apartment for sale in Finestrat, with 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, modern design, and
a cozy terrace
Spain »  Costa Blanca »  Finestrat / Sierra Cortina »  03509

3
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2
Bathrooms  

256m²
Floorplan  

172m²
Terrace
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OVERVIEW

Apartment for sale in Finestrat boasting 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, a modern design, and a tranquil terrace. Ideal
for vibrant living

This charming residence offers an exceptional living experience with its
contemporary design, perfect for stylish and comfortable living. Boasting three
beautifully appointed bedrooms and two bathrooms, this home captivates from the
moment you step in.

Upon entry, you're greeted by a bright and spacious area. The main living space is a
delightful blend of comfort and sophistication, seamlessly merging the living and
dining zones. Sunlit windows create a warm and inviting atmosphere throughout. The
modern kitchen, equipped with top-notch appliances, beckons culinary adventures
while maintaining a seamless connection to the social areas.

The three bedrooms provide a haven for peace and relaxation. Each is meticulously
designed for maximum comfort, adorned with elegant touches. The primary bedroom
offers serene tranquility, complemented by an en-suite bathroom for privacy. The
additional bedrooms offer versatile spaces adaptable to various needs, be it extra
sleeping quarters, home offices, or leisure spots.

The highlight of this home is its private outdoor terrace, inviting you to savor the
weather and tranquility. An ideal spot for unwinding, whether basking in the sun,
enjoying meals outdoors, or admiring panoramic views.

The bathrooms echo the overall elegance of the property, boasting high-quality
finishes and modern design, offering practicality without compromising style.

Beyond being a dwelling, this residence harmoniously blends comfort, utility, and
chic design. Nestled in a locale that promises an exceptional quality of life, this
property offers a refined and inviting haven for its fortunate occupants. 

lucasfox.com/go/alt44319

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming Pool, Garden, Natural light,
Modernist building, Views, Pet-friendly,
Open kitchen, New build, Gated Community,
Exterior, Double glazing, Balcony, Alarm,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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